BUILD
A Worm Bin

Brought to you by:

What You Need
Build A Bin:
‣

A bin to house your worms (see page 5)

‣

Drill or hammer and nails

‣

Worms (see page 3)

‣

Shredded or chopped, carbon-rich “Browns”: Newspaper, paper,
non-waxy cardboard, paper towel, straw, sawdust, toilet paper rolls,
egg cartons…

‣

Shredded, blended or chopped nitrogen-rich “Greens”: fruit and
vegetables scraps (except the ones mentioned on page 8), coffee
grounds, egg shells, healthy grass or plant clippings...

Composting:
‣

Scrap bucket for collecting worm food

‣

Thermometer for monitoring bin temperature

‣

Large plastic spoon (e.g. serving spoon) or trowel

‣

Spray bottle with water

‣

Container or jar (e.g. 1L yoghurt container) for worm food when it’s
time to harvest

‣

A large colander or basket with holes for screening compost (helpful
to harvest the finished product)

Compost Bin Mapping:
‣

Vermicompost bin

‣

Apple cores (we recommend about 2-3 for a classroom sized bin for
this activity)

‣

String, yarn, or ribbon and tape for the grid

‣

Paper, pencils and rulers for the maps

‣

Optional for observations: thermometer, magnifying glasses, kitchen
scales, pencil crayons.
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Worms 101
Why Use Worms?
Vermicomposting is the best! Because:
• It’s easy
• It requires very few resources
• It minimizes waste sent to landfills
• It creates rich vermicompost to help grow healthy plants
• It returns nutrients to our soil
• It’s fun to watch worms and other creatures in a contained habitat

What Kind Should I Use?
We recommend getting yourself some Red Wiggler Worms for your
vermicompost bin. Why? Because:
• They have the ability to eat up to their own body weight in food each day,
making them very efficient disposal units!
• They like to stay close to the soil’s surface, meaning they don’t mind being in
a container this size (or, this shallow)
• They mature quickly, after just three months - ensuring the future of your
vermicompost bin’s population.

How Many Worms Do I Need?
For a small, classroom sized bin, you probably won’t need more than 50 worms
to get going. Remember:
• They do reproduce rapidly in ideal conditions (a sign that you’re doing a
great job!)
• They may be small, but their appetites are mighty.

Hungry for more information? Read on - we have so much more to tell you!
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Worm Quiz:
• Worms are fragile
-

True. Be super careful when handling worms (if at all!)

• If you break a worm into two, you get two worms
-

False. Depending on where the worm is broken, it might survive, but more likely
you’ll end up with two halves of a dead worm.

• Worms have ears, just like us
-

False. Worms “hear” through vibrations in their skin. This is why they need to stay
nice and moist at all times and dislike loud noises.

• Worms don’t like the light
-

True. They will burrow down if exposed to the light (or try to, if they’re in your
hand). Try and keep them shaded at all times so they don’t dry out.

• Worms can bite you
-

False. They don’t have teeth. They have “gizzards” and like to eat gritty things
like coffee grounds to help them digest their food.

• Worms are great swimmers
-

False. When it rains outside, or if their bin get’s too wet, worms will come to the
surface to breathe. They need moisture but will drown if too wet.

• Worms have 5 hearts
-

True! With all the oxygenation happening through the skin, they need plenty of
hearts to pump the oxygenated blood around their body.

• Worms are hermaphrodites
-

True. They have both male and female sexual organs housed in their “clitellum”.
However they still require a mate to reproduce (both produce sperm and both
will lay a fertilized egg).

• Worms like eating your food scraps
-

True! They can eat up to their body weight each day (about ½ bedding, ½
scraps). Food scraps should be mushy or soft for best (and quickest) results.

• Worm poop can be used to grow plants
-

True. Worm poop is called “vermicompost” and can be added to soil to enrich
it with nutrients important for plant growth.

• Worms hate oranges
-

True. Citrus fruits like oranges, lemons and limes (and their peels) are far too
acidic for your worm bin. Avoid feeding citrus to worms at all costs.
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Worm Bin Facts:
It’s time to build yourself a “vermicompost” bin... A cozy home for your precious
red wiggler worms that is! Here’s some basics you should know:

Setting Up Your Worm Home -

An indoor bin for your worms so you can compost year round.
• Size - For a classroom, we recommend a small (11 Litre capacity)
Rubbermaid container. This is perfect for tucking away and moving when or
if needed.
• Location - Keep your bin in a shady, room temperature spot. The bin should
have a tight lid as it’s important that no other pets or rodents can access it
(shouldn’t be an issue inside your classroom!)
• Opaque - Choose something that’s not see-through. Worms dislike light. As
mentioned, we use Rubbermaid containers or old Good Food Boxes.
• Ventilation – Make some holes for airflow using a drill or a hammer and nail.
Do this on the lid and on the upper portion of the bin. Might be best to get
this done before the students arrive.
• Bedding – strips of newspaper, shredded, non-waxy cardboard, paper towel,
straw, egg cartons, cut-up toilet rolls or sawdust will do.
• Moisture – keep the bedding as moist as a damp sponge (not too wet, not
too dry). A spray bottle is handy for this.
• Temperature - Red Wigglers thrive in temperatures between 12-24C. The
closer to room temperature the better!

Show Me, Don’t Tell Me!
See page 7 for a visual guide of what
you’ll need to create your classroom
vermicompost bin from scratch.
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Harvesting Time –

Free the worms from their poo, and reap the rewards!
• Knowing when “it’s time” - There’s no hard rule for how often you should
harvest your precious vermicompost. Generally, if the conditions are good,
you can expect to harvest every 6 months or so. You can tell it’s time when
your “bedding” has disappeared and your worms are trying to escape. They
really don’t like living in their own poop - and who can blame them? If
you’re still unsure, take a photo and send it to us here at FoodShare.
• Harvesting with the “Pile & Sort” method – lay out contents of bin in small
piles. Worms will avoid the light and go to the bottom of the piles making it
easy to scrape off the worm castings from the top of the piles.
• The “Migration” method – Feed your worms on one side of the bin only for
two weeks. The worms should move to that side of the bin, leaving the other
side relatively worm-free for easy harvesting of castings. You could also try
putting the food in a jar or old yoghurt container, gently placed in the
bedding. Worms will crawl right in, making for super-easy removal.
• Fresh bedding - Remember to have some ready for your worms during/after
the harvesting to keep them comfortable.
• Three hundred’s a crowd - Overcrowding is problematic. If your bin is doing
well and conditions are ideal, you should plan to rescue excess worms (and
their eggs) after about a year. Happy anniversary! Now it’s time to find
another trustworthy class you can share your additional worms with.

Using & Storing Your Compost -

Vermicompost is “gardener’s gold” so don’t let it go to waste!
• Store unused vermicompost in a non-airtight container with a lid. A paper
bag taped shut would do the trick.
• Uses of worm castings include: adding to a soil mix for growing seedlings,
house plants, or outdoor gardens. Vermicompost will increase the amount of
nutrients available in the soil to the plant roots, resulting in very happy plants!
But remember, a little goes a long way. Too much vermicompost can
actually “burn” small seedlings.
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Starting A Bin From Scratch
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Feeding Your Worms
Red Wiggler worms can eat up to their own body weight each day (½
bedding, ½ food scraps). When starting out, feed less rather than more.
Observe your worms to see how quickly they eat what you give them. Feed
once or twice a week.
• Don’t overfeed: Overfeeding is really problematic. We recommend starting
with ½ cup (or about ¼ pound) of blended, mashed or chopped food per
week. You can adapt this amount as you get to know your worms a little
better.
• Bury food scraps: Bury food 2 – 3 inches underneath the surface of your
bedding to prevent odours and fruit flies.
• Mix up the location: Feed in different areas of the bin each week. Try
creating 6 sections in your bin. Feed in section one in week 1, section two in
week 2 etc. Track where your last feed was with a popsicle stick.
• A Balanced Diet: Worms need a diet that consists of both “greens” and
“browns”. This has less to do with the food’s colour, and more to do with it’s
chemical make-up. Foods like fruit and vegetable scraps, egg shells and
coffee grounds are nitrogen-rich, “greens”. Bedding like dried leaves,
newspaper, egg cartons and saw dusts are carbon-rich, “browns”. Greens
will create more moisture, smell and heat as they break down, while browns
will dry things out. Get a feel for what your bin needs by testing the moisture
level, temperature and smell. As long as you’re not overfeeding your worms,
you likely won’t need to add any more bedding other than what was
added on day 1.
➡ What NOT to Feed (and why): Citrus family such as lemon, orange,
grapefruit (too acidic), onion family such as onion, garlic, chives, leek (too
smelly and are anti-bacterial! Not what we’re looking for), chili peppers
(too spicy), beverages (too wet), oily foods and high protein foods such as
eggs and cheese (too hard to break down, too smelly when they do),
processed foods (are full of preservatives, slowing breakdown).
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Related Activity Ideas:
• Your students could create their own charts, flyers, brochures and posters to
show what can and can’t go into your precious worm bin home!
• Play games using “Do Feed” and “Don’t Feed” pictures your students
create. You could play “Snap”, “Memory”, or have a race to see who can
sort them into Do and Don’t the quickest!
• To solidify knowledge about what to feed your worms, try the Worm
Restaurant activity in “Can You Dig It?” - see page 14 for more.
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Make It Happen

(in just 5 steps!)

1. Show the empty Rubbermaid/container to the class.
Q: Why isn’t it clear so we can see inside?
Q: Why are there holes drilled in the sides and on the
lid of the bin?

2. Ask each student to tear/cut a thin strip of newspaper,
cardboard or egg carton and spritz it with water from
the spray bottle. They should then squeeze all excess
water out before “fluffing” it back out (so it’s not a
hard, wet ball). Students can put their strip of paper
into the bin. This will create a cozy habitat for the
worms and also provide roughage (fibre) as needed.
Q: What do you think the paper/cardboard is going to
be used for?
Q: Why does it need to be moist, but not wet?

3. Ask each student to carefully pick up one worm from
your worm sample and place it delicately into the bin.
The worms will burrow under the paper to find shade.
Q: Why are the worms trying to hide from us?

4. Cover the worms with a small amount of finished
compost, this will help get decomposition started and
provide the necessary bacteria to break food down.
Q: Why add “old” compost to our brand new bin?

5. Lastly, ask a volunteer to give the worms their first feed

Key Terms:
Soil
Vermicompost
Compost
Castings
Vibration
Oxygenation
Habitat
Decompose
Hermaphroditic
Micro/organism
“Greens”
Nitrogen-Rich
“Browns”
Carbon-Rich
Moist
Bedding
Ventilation
Migration

½ cup or ¼ lb
of fruit or vegetable scraps. Start with about ½ cup of
chopped or blended “greens” (nitrogen-rich foods).
This will give them an idea of how much to feed the
worms each week.
Q: What might happen if we feed the worms too much food?
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Take The Worm Pledge
Worms are precious creatures! We like to make sure that students remember
the rules and also pledge to be good worm owners before we leave them any
Red Wiggler friends.
After a quick quiz to test knowledge and comprehension (see page 4 for
ideas), you and your students can take this pledge to take very good care of
your new pet worms.

Pledge Credit: Ranu Hamilton, FoodShare
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Activity: Compost Bin Mapping
If apples feature heavily in your school’s snack rotation, you probably have
loads of apple cores ready and waiting to feed your hungry worms. Unless you
have a swimming pool-sized vermicompost bin, you probably won’t be able to
use all of the cores - but you can certainly get rid of a few with this activity!
What You’ll Need:
• A fully-functioning, established vermicompost bin
• Apple cores - don’t chop up for this activity, we recommend about 3-4
cores for a classroom sized bin
• String and tape for the grid
• Paper, pencils and rulers for the maps
• Optional for observations: thermometer, magnifying glasses, kitchen
scales, pencil crayons.
• Important Note: An apple a day keeps the doctor away,
but worms need much more variety… Please continue to
care for, and feed your worms a balanced diet, as per usual
for the duration of this experiment.
Some Questions to Guide Your Decomposition Investigations:
1. What do you think is going to happen to the apple cores after:
1 day? 1 week? 1 month?...
2. Why are the apple cores changing shape/colour/size/weight/
temperature/smell over time?
3. Where are the apple cores “disappearing” to?
4. Why do some disappear faster than others?
5. What organisms (or, animals) might be at work here?
6. What would happen if the apple cores didn’t change shape/colour/
size/weight/temperature/smell over time?
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What You Need to Do:
1. Create a “grid” in or on your vermicompost bin using string and some tape
to secure.
2. Create a series of blank “maps”, with the same number of grid segments
as your bin. You’ll need one for each investigation (it’s up to you how
many you do over time).
3. Investigate your apple cores to be composted before they go in. We’d
recommend using 2-3 cores, max. Number them and record observations
(e.g. shape, size, weight, smell, temperature, colour...) You could also
sketch each apple core in detail and to scale. This is your “baseline” data.
4. Bury your apple cores in the vermicompost bin about 2-3 inches deep.
Record on your map, exactly where you buried them.
5. After a few hours (or a timeframe of your choosing), very carefully dig your
apple cores up and record observations again. Sketch their position and
what they looked like upon recovery on your map.
6. Repeat the process after a day, after a few days, after a week etc. and
record your observations each time.
7. Ask students to make predictions about the apple cores before you
uncover them each time.
8. Refer to the guiding questions (previous page) as needed, to assist with
your investigations.
9. Once completed, you could use your observations and/or detailed apple
sketches to show, on a timeline, the visual process of apple core
decomposition.
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Lesson Extensions
Field to Table Schools is our award winning food literacy program, bringing
good food education to schools across Toronto. You wouldn’t believe how kids
light up when they experience our hands-on activities, workshops, events and
growing projects. From compost and gardening to cooking and tasting to food
justice and serene nature connections, our workshops engage students from JK
to Grade 12.
All our workshops are tried-and-tested, with strong curriculum connections and
open source, shareable resources for educators. Download, adapt and try
them out with your class today!
Visit www.foodshare.net/program/educator to see connections to this lesson
plan and much more!

Highlights include:
- Introduction to soil
- Dirt Dip
- Compost Cafe
- Rotten Apple Party
...and much more!
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Ontario Curriculum
Connections
Grade

Subject Area

Connections
Understanding Life Systems – Habitats & Communities
Demonstrate an understanding of habitats and communities and the
relationships among the plants and animals that live in them. (O)
3.1 Demonstrate an understanding of habitats as areas that provide
plants and animals with the necessities of life. (S)

Science &

3.3 Identify factors that affect the ability of plants and animals to survive

Technology

in a specific habitat. (S)
3.7 Describe structural adaptations that allow plants and animals to
survive in specific habitats. (S)
3.9 Demonstrate an understanding of why all habitats have limits to the
number of plants and animals they can support. (S)

4

Measurement
- Estimate, measure, and record length, height, and distance, using
standard units.
Data Management and Probability
- Collect data by conducting a survey or an experiment to do with
Mathematics

themselves, their environment, issues in their school or the community, or
content from another subject, and record observations or measurements;
- Read, interpret, and draw conclusions from primary data and from
secondary data, presented in charts, tables, and graphs.
- Compare similarities and differences between two related sets of data,
using a variety of strategies.
Understanding Life Systems
Conduct investigations that explore the properties of matter and changes

5

Science &
Technology

in matter. (O)
2.3 use scientific inquiry/experimentation skills to investigate changes of
state and changes in matter. (S)
2.6 use a variety of forms (e.g., oral, written, graphic, multimedia) to
communicate with different audiences and for a variety of purposes. (S)
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Grade

Subject Area

Connections
Data Management and Probability
- Distinguish between discrete data and continuous data
- Collect data by conducting a survey or an experiment to do with
themselves, their environment, issues in their school or community, or
content from another subject, and record observations or
measurements.

5

Mathematics

- Collect and organize discrete or continuous primary data and
secondary data and display the data in charts, tables, and graphs that
have appropriate titles, labels, and scales that suit the range and
distribution of the data, using a variety of tools.
- Read, interpret, and draw conclusions from primary data and from
secondary data, presented in charts, tables, and graphs.
- Describe, through investigation, how a set of data is collected and
explain whether the collection method is appropriate.
Understanding Life Systems- Biodiversity
Assess human impacts on biodiversity, and identify ways of preserving
biodiversity. (O)
Investigate the characteristics of living things, and classify diverse organisms
according to specific characteristics. (O)
Demonstrate an understanding of biodiversity, its contributions to the

Science &
Technology

stability of natural systems, and its benefits to humans. (O)
1.2 assess the benefits that human societies derive from biodiversity. (S)
2.1 Follow established safety procedures for outdoor activities and field
work. (S)
2.3 Use scientific inquiry/research skills to compare the characteristics of
organisms within the plant or animal kingdoms. (S)

6

3.5 describe interrelationships within species between species and
between species and their environment and explain how these
interrelationships sustain biodiversity. (S)
Data Management and Probability
- Collect data by conducting a survey or an experiment to do with
themselves, their environment, issues in their school or community, or
Mathematics

content from another subject, and record observations or measurements.
- Select an appropriate type of graph to represent a set of data, graph the
data using technology, and justify the choice of graph.
- Read, interpret, and draw conclusions from primary data and from
secondary data, presented in charts, tables, and graphs.
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